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Abstract

This paper explores two generalizations of the classical Aubin-Lions Lemma. First we give
a sufficient condition to commute weak limit and multiplication of two functions. We deduce
from this criteria a compactness Theorem for degenerate parabolic equations. Secondly, we
state and prove a compactness Theorem for non-cylindrical domains, including the case of dual
estimates involving only divergence-free test functions.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Aubin-Lions Lemma and beyond

In the study of nonlinear evolution equations, the Aubin-Lions lemma is a powerful tool allowing
to handle the nonlinear terms, when dealing with an approximation process or asymptotic
limit. The standard statement gives sufficient conditions on a sequence of functions punqn of
two variables pt, xq (time variable t belongs to some interval I, space variable x belongs to some
open bounded set Ω) bounded in LppI;Bq where B is some Banach space of functions defined
on Ω. More precisely, if

(i) punqn is bounded in LppI;Xq;
(ii) pBtunqn is bounded in LrpI;Y q;

(iii) X embeds compactly in B, which in turn embeds continuously in Y ,

then punqn admits a strongly converging subsequence in LppI;Bq, provided p ă 8 or r ą 1.
This strong convergence allows then to pass to the limit in the approximation procedure or the
asymptotic limit.

The main purpose of this work is to revisit this classical result in order to handle the case of
estimates arising from two particular cases : degenerate parabolic equations and incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations, the latter being considered in a non-cylindrical domain. These two
types of situations do not allow to apply the usual Aubin-Lions directly (we will explain why
in the sequel).

Of course, these equations have already been well studied in the literature as well as the
difficulties arising from their nonlinearities. Hence, the novelty of this work does not concern
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so much the results for their own sake (except one or two improvements) but the strategies of
proof which, as far as we know, are new. In this way, we hope to give simple arguments that
could possibly be reused in different contexts.

Before presenting our results, let us describe the existing literature. The naming “Aubin-
Lions” can be traced back to the seminal papers of Aubin [5] and Lions [23], in the ’60. However,
at the same period, Dubinskĭı proved a general compactness result (see [16] and the corrected
version [6]) for vector-valued functions which is actually the first nonlinear counterpart of the
Aubin’s result (the vector space X is replaced by a cone). This is why some authors refer
sometimes to the Aubin-Lions-Dubinksĭı Lemma (see for instance [8]). Let us mention also the
result of Kruzhkov in [22] which, though far less general than the previous ones, presents a
different approach that we will use in section 4. Simon extended the result of Aubin and Lions
to non-reflexive Banach spaces in his highly-cited paper [28]. In this paper, the condition on
the time-derivative was replaced by a more general condition on time translations. The result
of Simon was further sharpened by Amann in [3] to a refined scale of spaces (including Besov
spaces for instance), and broached by Roubíček in a rather general setting, see [26]. At this
stage, we can distinguish three possible directions of generalization (which can overlap)

(a) Nonlinear versions of the Aubin-Lions Lemma
This corresponds to cases in which assumption (i) above is replaced by a nonlinear con-
dition. For instance, Maitre considers in [24] cases in which the space X is replaced by
KpXq where K is some compact (nonlinear) mapping K : X Ñ B. This compactness
result was motivated by [28, 3] and the nonlinear compactness argument of Alt and Luck-
haus used in [2]. In some cases, the compactness result obtained in [16] by Dubinskĭı
can be seen as a consequence of the Theorem of Maitre (see [6] for more details on that
point), see also [9] for general results of the same flavor.

(b) Discrete-in-time setting
Quite often, when dealing with approximate solutions of an evolution equation, it is not
straightforward to fulfill assumption (ii), since it could happen that punqn satisfy only a
discrete (in time) equation. This typically happens when one replaces the operator Bt by
some finite-difference approximation. Several papers deal with this issue, (based on the
time translations condition of Simon) : see [4, 8, 9, 15, 18].

(c) Non-cylindrical domain
A time/space domain is called cylindrical whenever it can be written I ˆ Ω where Ω is
some subset of R

d and I some intervall of R, see Figure 1.1 for an illustration. In the
study of PDEs these types of domain are used for evolution problems with a fixed spatial
domain. If one wishes to consider the case of time-dependent or moving spatial domain,
one has to consider a family of domains pΩtqtPI , representing the motion of the spatial
domain and the corresponding non-cylindrical time/space domain

Ω̂ :“
ď

tPI

ttu ˆ Ωt.

The study of PDEs in non-cylindrical domains leads to the following difficulty: functions
u : pt, xq ÞÑ upt, xq defined on Ω̂ cannot anymore be seen as functions of the time-variable
t with value in a fixed space of functions of the x variable. Typically, this forbids the
assumptions (i), (ii) above and even the conclusion of compactness in LppI; Bq: the very
statement of the Aubin-Lions lemma is already problematic. As far as we know, the first
proof of a compactness Lemma “à la Aubin-Lions” in the case of a non-cylindrical domain
appeared in a paper by Fujita and Sauer [17], for the treatment of the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations in moving domain. The method of proof (which was reused in
the framework of fluid/structure interaction, see Conca et. al. [10] for instance) uses the
idea that, under appropriate regularity conditions, the non-cylindrical domain Ω̂ is close
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Figure 1: A cylindrical domain (left) and a non-cylindrical one (right).

to a finite union of cylindrical domains on which one could then use the usual Aubin-Lions
Lemma.

The purpose of this study is to prove two generalizations of the Aubin-Lions Lemma. The
first one corresponds to cases (a) and (b) above, and the second one to case (c). Both will be
proven using totally different methods than the one developped in the above literature. Before
stating precisely these two results, we introduce a few notations.

1.2 Notations

The norm of a vector space X will always be denoted } ¨}X , with an exception for the Lp spaces
for which we will often use the notation } ¨ }p if there is no ambiguity. Vectors and vector fields
are written in boldface. We omit the exponent for the functional spaces constituted of vector
fields: we denote for instance L2pOq instead of L2pOqd the set of all vector fields O Ñ R

d whose
norm is square-integrable.

When O is some open set of Rd (or RˆR
d ...), we adopt the usual notations for the Sobolev

spaces W1,ppOq and HmpOq, for p P r1,8s and m P N. DpOq denotes the space test functions:
smooth functions having a compact support in O, while DpOq is the restriction to O (closure
of O) of elements in DpRdq. H´mpOq denotes the dual space of Hm

0 pOq the latter being the
closure of DpOq under the HmpOq norm. If O has a Lipschitz boundary and p ă d, we denote
by p‹ the exponent of the Sobolev embedding W1,ppOq ãÑ Lp‹pOq, that is p‹ :“ dp{pd ´ pq.
We adopt the convention p‹ “ 8 when p “ d (the previous embedding fails in this case).
Conjugate coefficient of p is denoted by p1. We denote by M pOq (resp. M pOq) the set of finite
Radon measures on O (resp. O) and by BVpOq the subset of L1pOq constituted of functions
having all their weak derivatives in M pOq. If I is an intervall and X some Banach (or Fréchet)
vector space, we denote by LppI;Xq the set of all measurable Lp functions from I to X and by
C 0pI;Xq the space of continuous functions from I to X. When I is closed, M pI; H´mpRdqq is
simply the dual space of C 0pI; HmpRdqq.

We denote by DdivpOq (and similarly DdivpOq) the set of divergence-free test function with
support in O and by L2

divpOq the subspace L2pOq vector fields having a vanishing (weak)
divergence.

If O Ă R
d has a Lipschitz boundary we can equip H1{2pBOq with the norm

}g}
H1{2pBOq “ inf

vPH1pOq,γv“g
}v}H1pOq,

where γ is trace operator on H1pOq. We denote by H´1{2pBΩq the topological dual of H1{2pBOq.
We recall that in that case (see [20] for instance), there exists a normal trace operator, that
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we denote by γn, extending the operator C 0pOq Q v ÞÑ v ¨ n P C 0pBOq, where n is the outward
unit normal defined on the boundary BO, into a linear and onto map γn : L2

divpOq Ñ H´1{2pBOq
satisfying

}γnu}
H´1{2pBΩq ď }u}L2pΩq. (1)

L2
divpOq is a closed subspace of L2pOq: it is in fact the closure of DdivpOq. It is however

important to recall that DdivpOq is not dense in L2
divpOq, its closure is the subspace Ker γn,

that we will denote L2
div,0pOq in the sequel.

We adapt the previous notations for solenoidal vector fields to the case of functions de-
pending on both time and space, that is when O is an open set of R ˆ R

d (first component t,
last components x). In that case, when there is no ambiguity on the time variable, we perform
a slight abuse of notation and denote for instance DdivpR ˆ R

dq the set of all ϕ P DpR ˆ R
dq

such that for, for all t P R, ϕptq : x ÞÑ ϕpt,xq P DdivpRdq. DdivpOq is then just the subspace of
DdivpRˆR

dq having a compact support in O, while L2
divpOq and L2

div,0pOq are respectively the
closure of DdivpOq and DdivpOq in L2pOq. Notice that in this way we recover the definition we
had without the time variable.

In all this study the symbols 9P and :P will respectively mean “is bounded in” and “is relatively
compact in”.

If A is a connected open set of Rd, and ε ě 0 we define ε-interior of A as Aε :“ tx P A :
dpx,Acq ą εu, while A´ε denotes the ε-exterior of A, that is A´ε :“ A ` Bp0, εq. One checks
easily that pAε1

qε2
“ Aε1`ε2

and A0 “ A.

For σ P R and h P R
d, we denote by λσ and τh the shift operators in time and space

respectively : if f is some function depending on pt,xq, then λσfpt, xq “ fpt ´ σ,xq and
τhfpt,xq “ fpt,x ´ hq.

1.3 Main results

The two main results of this paper both generalize the usual Aubin-Lions Lemma in cases in
which it cannot be applied.

The first one deals with the case when compactness on the space variable is not known on
the sequence itself, but on some function of it.

Theorem 1 : Consider I Ă R a non-empty closed and bounded interval, and Ω Ă R
d a

bounded open set with Lipschitz boundary. Consider Φ P W1,1
locpR;Rq such that p1|Φ1|ăδqδą0

converges to 0 in L1pRq, as δ Ñ 0. If a sequence of functions satisfies panqn 9P L2pI ˆ Ωq,
pBtanqn 9P M pI; H´mpΩqq and p∇xΦpanqqn 9P L2pI ˆ Ωq then panqn :P L2pI ˆ Ωq.

Remark 1.1 : This result comes under cases (a) and (b) following the description of subsection
1.1 : the compactness assumption for the space variable is not known for the sequence panqn,
but for some nonlinear function of it ; also note that the assumption on the time derivative
allows Dirac masses in time. In particular, this Theorem applies for step functions in time
with values in H´mpΩq.

Let us first explain why there is a real loss of information with respect to the compactness
in the space variable x for panqn in comparison with the usual Aubin-Lions Lemma. Assume
that Φ and an are regular enough to justify the following computation. Whenever an does not
meet the set of critical points of Φ, we can write

∇xan “ 1

Φ1panq∇xΦpanq,
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and expect an estimate for p∇xanqn, but when an approaches a critical point, the estimate
degenerates : the usual Aubin-Lions Lemma cannot be invoked since no estimates for the
gradient of panqn can be obtained generally.

The assumptions of Theorem 1 are directly linked with the estimates of the equation of
porous medium Btu ´ ∆xu

m “ 0 (in the case of fast diffusion m ą 1) and more generally can
be useful to parabolic degenerate equations of the following form:

Btu ´ divxrA∇xΦpuqs “ 0, (2)

where Apt,xq satisfies some uniform coercivity condition. Indeed if, for instance, SpecpA` tAq
is lower bounded by λ ą 0 uniformly in pt,xq, then, if Ψ is a anti-derivative of Φ, one gets
easily

ż

Ω

Ψpuqpsq `
ż s

0

ż

Ω

t
∇xΦpuqA∇xΦpuq “

ż

Ω

Ψpuqp0q,

whence
ż

Ω

Ψpuqpsq ` λ

2

ż s

0

ż

Ω

|∇xΦpuq|2 ď
ż

Ω

Ψpuqp0q,

which, under appropriate growth condition on Φ will lead to the assumptions used in Theorem
1. Typically, for the porous medium case Φpxq “ xm with m ą 1, the previous estimate gives
directly the L2 estimate on the gradient of Φpuq, and that u belongs to L8pI; Lm`1pΩqq whence
both the L2 estimate for u and the L1pI; H´mpΩqq estimate for its time-derivative.

To prove Theorem 1, we will first give a general criteria to pass to the limit in a prod-
uct panbnqn under assumption of weak convergence for both an and bn. This criteria seems
reminiscent of the celebrated compensated compactness phenomenon exhibited by Murat and
Tartar in [25, 30] (see also [19]). However, it is not (as far as we know) a consequence of the
compensated compactness theory, but share this common feature : nonlinearities are handled
without insuring strong convergence for one of the sequences. As far as we know, the strategy
used in the literature to treat degenerate parabolic equations like (2) is different from the one
we followed, and often relies on the equation’s structure, see [31] and [13] for instance. Our
proof is also different from the quite general approach proposed by Maitre in [24]. A benefit
of our method is that it directly applies to both step-functions (in time) and continuous func-
tions. The result can hence be used to prove the strong compactness of a sequence defined by
a semi-implicit scheme :

1

δ
pun`1 ´ unq ´ divxrA∇xΦpun`1qs “ 0.

Indeed, if δ “ 1{N and inf I “ t0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tN “ sup I is a regular discretization of the interval
I, one defines

ũN pt, xq :“
N´1ÿ

k“0

ukpxq1ptk ,tk`1qptq,

and applies then Theorem 1 to obtain the strong compactness of pũN qN . In fact Theorem 1 is
already used by the author and some collaborators in the proof of global weak solutions for a
reaction/cross-diffusion system, approximated by a similar scheme, see [12] (where Theorem 1
is stated but not proved).

The second main result of this paper comes under case (c) following the description of
subsection 1.1. We consider a family pΩtqtPra,bs given by the motion of a Lipschitz, connected
and bounded reference domain Ω Ă R

d: @t P ra, bs, Ωt :“ AtpΩq, where for all t, At : Rd Ñ R
d

is a C 1-diffeomorphism. The regularity of the motion is described through the function Θ :

pt,xq ÞÑ Atpxq, for which we assume the following
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Assumption 1 : The function Θ belongs to C 0pra, bs; C 1pRdqq.

We will need this Assumption for every result of section 4 dealing with the family pΩtqtPI

(including Theorem 2 below) exception made for Theorem 3 (see Remark 4.3). To keep track
of this Assumption, we will begin the statement of all the concerned results with the symbol
[A1].

We work on the non-cylindrical domain

Ω̂ :“
ď

aătăb

ttu ˆ Ωt,

for which we have the following compactness result

Theorem 2 : [A1] Consider a sequence punqn P L2
divpΩ̂q. Assume that p1

Ω̂
unqn 9P L8pR; L2pRdqq

and that punqn, p∇xunqn 9P L2pΩ̂q. Assume furthermore

γn̂un “ 0, (3)

and the existence of a constant C ą 0 and an integer N ą 0 such that for all divergence-free
test function ψ P DdivpΩ̂q,

|xBtun,ψy| ď C
ÿ

|α|ďN

}Bα
xψ}

L2pΩ̂q. (4)

Then punqn :P L2pΩ̂q.

Remark 1.2 : The operator γn̂ is the non-cylindrical analogue of the normal trace operator
introduced in Subsection 1.2. It is precisely defined in Subsection 4.3. Equation (3) is hence a
boundary condition.

The bounds assumed on the sequence punqn are typical of the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations, considered in a non-cylindrical domain. Indeed, recall the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations :

Btu ` u ¨ ∇xu ´ ∆xu ` ∇xp “ 0, (5)

divxu “ 0. (6)

If these equations are considered on Ω̂ with appropriate boundary conditions, one has the
following formal energy equality

d

dt

ż

Ωt

|upt,xq|2dx `
ż t

0

ż

Ωs

|∇xups, xq|2dxds “ 0,

which explain the assumptions on punqn and p∇xunqn. But what about pBtunqn ? In fact
it is not possible to estimate directly Btu from the equation (as this is usually the case in
the Aubin-Lions Lemma), because of the pressure term ∇xp, from which usually very less is
known. However, testing (5) against a smooth divergence free vector field ψ gives rise to the
estimate (4). This estimate is the equivalent of estimate (ii) in subsection 1.1. Notice, that we
cannot write it as pBtunqn 9P LrpI;Y q precisely because the domain is non-cylindrical, whence
the dual formulation (4). In fact Theorem 2 has been partially tailored for the study of a
fluid/kinetic coupling in a moving domain, and will soon be used in this context by the author
and some collaborators. Of course, normally (5) – (6) are completed with boundary (and initial)
conditions, and the assumptions of Theorem 2 suggest that we can only handle homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions (that is, u vanishes on the boundary). More general boundary
conditions can in fact be handled, this is the purpose of Theorem 4.
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As explained in case (c) of subsection 1.1, the existing proofs of such a compactness result
in non-cylindrical domain are based on the following observation: Ω̂ can be decomposed, up
to some small subset, into a finite union of cylindrical domains. On each one of these, one
can then invoke the usual Aubin-Lions Lemma. We give here a totally different proof which,
gives strong compactness, without using the standard Aubin-Lions lemma. In particular, the
method applies in the case of cylindrical domains and gives hence a new proof of the Aubin-
Lions lemma (but not in a framework as general as in [28]). It avoids also the “slicing” step
for the non-cylindrical domain, which leads in [17] to intricate assumptions for the regularity
of the motion of the domain whereas Assumption 1 is simpler and weaker. The method we
elaborate is far simpler when one replaces (4) by dual estimate against all test function (and
not only divergence-free), see Theorem 3. In fact, the main difficulty of Theorem 2 concerns
this point.

In all the coming statements we will only consider open sets having Lipschitz regularity. As
this will be clear from the reading of these Sections, this assumption can be easily relaxed in
Sections 2 and 3 (results related to Theorem 1), since it is only used to ensure classical Sobolev
embeddings (it can for example be replaced by the cone condition, see [1]). However, in Section
4, this Lipschitz regularity assumption is more decisive since, as described in Subsection 4.1,
it allows to obtain uniform properties for the ε-interior sets which are used in a crucial way
in the proof of Theorem 2. It is also in this framework that the normal trace operator for
square-integrable divergence free vector fields is introduced and defined in [20].

1.4 Structure of the paper

Let us now describe the structure of this paper. Section 2 is devoted to results reminiscent
of the celebrated compensated compactness phenomenon exhibited by Murat and Tartar in
[25, 30] (see also [19]). The results of section 2 will be used in the proof of Theorem 1 but are
also interesting for their own sake. As a byproduct, we explain for instance how to handle one of
the nonlinearities arising in [21] in the study of a hydrodynamic limit, in dimension 2. Section
3 focuses on the proof of Theorem 1. Finally, in section 4 we prove Theorem 2. Subsection 4.1
gives general uniform properties for ε-interior sets, as defined in subsection 1.2. The proof of
Theorem 2 takes it simpler form in the case when the dual estimate on the time derivative (4)
is known for all test functions, we hence dedicate subsection 4.2 to this simplified framework.
In the general case the proof is a bit more involved and relies on properties of divergence-free
vector fields that we describe in subsection 4.3. The core of the proof of Theorem 2 is contained
in subsection 4.4. Section 4 is totally independent of sections 2 and 3. Finally we prove in
appendix section 5 two technical results.

2 Weak convergence of a product

Proposition 1 below is directly inspired from an argument used in [14] (in the L8{L1 frame-
work). It was already stated and proved in [7] (in a periodic setting), but we reproduce it here
with the proof, for the sake of completeness and give also two other variants. Let us first treat
the case without boundary, in order to use freely the convolution in the x variable. Since this
work is motivated by evolution equations, t represents here the time variable and I is some
compact intervall of R, but it is quite clear that similar results can be obtained replacing I by
some bounded open set of Rd, with suitable assumptions.

We will use repeatedly a sequence pϕkqk of nonnegative even mollifiers (in space only) :
ϕkpxq :“ kdϕpkxq, where ϕ is some smooth even nonnegative function with support in the unit
ball of Rd. In all this section the convolution ‹ has to be understood in the space variable x
only.

We start with a “commutator Lemma” reminiscent of the usual Friedrichs Lemma (both
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being key elements of [14]), the only difference is that no differential operation is involved here,
but the convergence holds uniformly in n.

Lemma 1 : Let q P r1,8s, p P r1, ds, α P r1, p‹q and I Ă R a non-empty closed and bounded
interval. Consider panqn 9P LqpI; W1,ppRdqq and pbnqn 9P Lq1pI; Lα1 pRdqq. Then the commutator
(convolution in x only)

Sn,k :“ an pbn ‹ ϕkq ´ pan bnq ‹ ϕk

goes to 0 in L1pR ˆ R
dq as k Ñ `8, uniformly in n.

Proof. Since panqn 9P LqpI; W1,ppRdqq and α ă p‹, we have

pτhan ´ anqn ÝÑ
hÑ0

0 in LqpI; LαpRdqq,

uniformly in n. We now follow [14] and write the following equality for the commutator

Sn,kpt,xq “
ż

|y|ď1{k

”
anpt,xq ´ anpt,x ´ yq

ı
bnpt,x ´ yqϕkpyq dy, (7)

whence thanks to Fubini’s Theorem, integrating on I ˆ R
d

}Sn,k}L1pIˆRdq ď }bn}
Lq1

pI;Lα1
pRdqq

ż

|y|ď1{k

|ϕkpyq| }τyan ´ an}LqpI;LαpRdqq dy,

which yields the desired uniform convergence. ˝

Proposition 1 : Let q P r1,8s, p P r1, ds, α P r1, p‹q and I Ă R a non-empty closed
and bounded interval. Consider panqn 9P LqpI; W1,ppRdqq and pbnqn 9P Lq1pI; Lα1pRdqq respectively
weakly or weakly´‹ converging in these spaces to a and b. If pBtbnqn 9P M pI; H´mpRdqq for some
m P N then, up to a subsequence, we have the following vague convergence in M pI ˆ R

dq ( i.e.
with C 0

c pI ˆ R
dq test functions) :

pan bnqn Ýá
nÑ`8

a b. (8)

Remark 2.1 : As explained in the introduction, we can recognize in this lemma a kind of
compensated compactness flavor since, in the above result, neither panqn nor pbnqn do converge
strongly: both can oscillate but only in a somehow compatible way. Nevertheless, as far as we
know, this result does not exactly recast in the work of Murat and Tartar.

Remark 2.2 : If an “ bn, one gets strong compactness for panqn. Of course this situation is
nothing else than a particular case of the usual Aubin-Lions Lemma.

Proof. Fix N P N and denote BN :“ Bp0, Nq Ă R
d (open ball of radius N), ON :“ I ˆ BN .

By a standard diagonal argument, it suffices to prove, up to a subsequence, that panbnqn á ab

in the vague topology of M pON q, that is, against C 0
c pON q test functions.

Let us follow the following routine to conclude the proof.

Step 1. We have clearly

a pb ‹ ϕkq ÝÑ
kÑ`8

a b, in L1pON q strong .
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Step 2. For a fixed k define cn,k :“ bn ‹ ϕk. Since pbnqn 9P Lq1pI; Lα1 pRdqq we see that both pcn,kqn

and p∇x cn,kq are bounded in L1pIˆR
dq. On the other hand, using pBtbnqn 9P M pI; H´mpRdqq,

we have for any φ P DpI̊ ˆBN q

|xBtcn,k, φy| “ |xBtbn, φ ‹ ϕky| ď C}φ ‹ ϕk}C 0pI;HmpRdqq ď Ck}φ}8,

that is to say : pBtcn,kqn 9P M pON q. At the end of the day we proved pcn,kqn 9P BVpON q,
so that, we can choose (but we don’t write it explicitly) a common (diagonal) extraction
such that, for all fixed k, pbn ‹ ϕkqn converges a.e. on ON to b ‹ ϕk. We hence deduce
from the preceding fact that (for all fixed k)

pan pbn ‹ ϕkqqn Ýá
nÑ`8

a pb ‹ ϕkq in L1pON q weak.

Indeed, we have (at least) the weak convergence of panqn towards a in L1pON q, and
since pbn ‹ ϕkqn converges to b ‹ ϕk a.e. on ON , the above convergence follows from
the estimate pbn ‹ ϕkqn 9P L8pON q, the latter being a direct consequence of the bounds
pbnqn 9P Lq1pI; Lα1 pRdqq and pBtbnqn 9P M pI; H´mpRdqq.

Step 3. From Lemma 1 we infer

sup
n

}anpbn ‹ ϕkq ´ panbnq ‹ ϕk}1 ÝÑ
kÑ`8

0.

Step 4. For a fixed θ P C 0
c pON q

xpan bnq ‹ ϕk ´ an bn, θy ÝÑ
kÑ`8

0,

uniformly in n. Indeed, since ϕk is even, we can write

xpan bnq ‹ ϕk ´ an bn, θy “ xan bn, θ ‹ ϕk ´ θy,

and the right-hand side tends to 0 with the desired uniformity because pan bnqn is bounded
in L1pI ˆ R

dq, and pθ ‹ ϕk ´ θqk goes to 0 in L8pI ˆ R
dq (θ is uniformly continuous ).

Step 5. Write

a b´ an bn “ a b´ a pb ‹ ϕkq
` a pb ‹ ϕkq ´ an pbn ‹ ϕkq
` an pbn ‹ ϕkq ´ pan bnq ‹ ϕk

` pan bnq ‹ ϕk ´ an bn.

Fix θ P C 0
c pON q, multiply the previous equality by θ and integrate over ON . In the

right-hand side, line number i P t1, 2, 3, 4u corresponds to the Step i proven previously.
We choose first k to handle (uniformly in n) all the lines of the right-hand side, except
the second one. Then, we choose the appropriate n to handle the second line, thanks to
Step 2. This concludes the proof of Proposition 1. ˝

It is worth noticing that in the proof of Proposition 1, the only step in which the assumption
p∇xanq 9P LqpI; LppRdqq is crucial is Step 3, for the treatment of the “commutator”. In fact one
can easily relax this assumption in the following way. Consider some abstract function space
X of the x variable, such that the bilinear form

DpRdq ˆ DpRdq ÝÑ R

pϕ,ψq ÞÝÑ
ż

Rd

ϕψ,

extends continuously to X ˆX 1 (e.g. Orlicz spaces). Then a sufficient condition on panqn (to
handle Step 3) is that supn }τhan ´an}LqpI;Xq goes to 0 with h, provided that pbnqn 9P Lq1pI;X 1q.
Bearing this in mind, one can for instance prove the following Proposition
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Proposition 2 : Consider a a non-empty closed and bounded interval I Ă R and two sequences
panqn and pbnqn weakly converging in L1pIˆR

2q to a and b. Assume that panqn 9P LqpI; H1pR2qq
and that p|bn| log |bn|qn 9P Lq1 pI; L1pR2qq and pBtbnqn 9P M pI; H´mpR2qq for some m P N. Then,
up to a subsequence, we have the following vague convergence in M pIˆR

dq ( i.e. with C 0
c pIˆR

dq
test functions) : pan bnqn Ýá

nÑ`8
a b.

Remark 2.3 : Since the cornerstone in the below proof is the Moser-Trudinger inequality, this
Lemma can of course be generalized to R

d, replacing H1pR2q by W1,dpRdq.

Proof. Let us sketch the proof briefly. As before we work on BN for the x variable and
without more precision } ¨ }p will denote the LppBN q norm. Consider the two convex functions
Φ : R` Q x ÞÑ ex ´ x´ 1 and Ψ : R` Q y ÞÑ p1 ` yq logp1 ` yq ´ y. For any measurable function
f : R2 Ñ R such that Φp|f |q P L1pBN q we recall the Luxemburg gauge

}f}Φ :“ inf
 
a ą 0 : }Φp|f |{aq}1 ď 1

(
,

and define in a similar way } ¨ }Ψ. It is straightforward to check that Φ and Ψ are convex-
conjugate of one another, and satisfy the Young inequality |xy| ď Φp|x|q ` Ψp|y|q. One can
then deduce the following generalized Hölder inequality, that is for all measurable functions f
and g such that Φp|f |q P L1pBN q and Ψp|g|q P L1pBN q,

}fg}1 ď }f}Φ}g}Ψ. (9)

For more details on the previous inequality, Luxemburg gauge and Orlicz spaces, see [1] for
instance. Since panqn 9P LqpI; H1pR2qq, we deduce from the Moser-Trudinger inequality (see

again [1]) that peαa2
n qn 9P LqpI; L1

locpR2qq, for a positive constant α small enough (in fact α ă 4π).
In particular, using (9) and the bound p|bn| log |bn|qn 9P Lq1pI; L1pR2qq, one gets panbnqn 9P L1pIˆ
BN q. This estimate is sufficient to reproduce all Steps of the proof of Proposition 1, except
the third one, and as mentioned before, only Lemma 1 has to be examined.

The Moser-Trudinger inequality aforementioned is based on the following fact : there exists
a universal constant C such that, for all p ă 8, and all f P H1pR2q, }f}LppR2q ď C

?
p}f}H1pR2q

(see again [1] for more details). Using this, and expanding the series defining Φ, one can show
easily the existence of a continuous and nondecreasing function ϕ : R` Ñ R`, vanishing in 0,
such that, for any f in the unit ball of H1pR2q,

}f ´ τhf}Φ ď ϕp|h|q. (10)

The proof of Proposition 2 follows then using (10) and inequality (9) in the expression
giving the commutator (7). ˝

The bounds assumed in Proposition 2 are not coming from nowhere. There are for instance
the one obtained for the density of particles and the fluid velocity in the hydrodynamic limit
studied by Goudon, Jabin and Vasseur in [21] (in dimension 2). We hence recover by compact-
ness one of the nonlinear limits (in fact the easier one) explored in [21]. Let us mention that
in [21] the authors used a relative entropy method, whence a passage to the limit only under
the assumption of preparation of the data, an assumption that we obviously do not need to
apply Proposition 2. Another difference is that our method is always global (in time) whereas
the relative entropy method is usually limited by the existence of regular solutions for the
limit system ; but of course, in dimension 2, global regular solutions for the density-dependent
incompressible Navier-Stokes are known to exist (see [11]), so that the two approaches rejoin
on that point.

Let us conclude this section by giving a version of Proposition 1 in the case of a bounded
domain Ω using a simple localization argument:

10



Proposition 3 : Let q P r1,8s, p P r1, ds, α P r1, p‹q and I Ă R a non-empty closed and
bounded interval and Ω Ă R

d a bounded open set with Lipschitz boundary. Consider two se-
quences panqn 9P LqpI; W1,ppΩqq and pbnqn 9P Lq1pI; Lα1 pΩqq respectively weakly or weakly´‹ con-
verging in these spaces to a and b. . If pBtbnqn 9P M pI; H´mpΩqq for some m P N then, up to a
subsequence, we have the following weak´‹ convergence in M pI ˆ Ωq ( i.e. with C 0pI ˆ Ωq test
functions) :

pan bnqn Ýá
nÑ`8

a b. (11)

Proof. First notice that, since α1 ą pp‹q1, we have by Sobolev embedding panbnqn 9P L1
t pLr

xq for
some r ą 1, whence uniform absolute continuity in the x variable, in the sense that

sup
nPN

ż

IˆE

|anbn| ÝÑ
µpEqÑ0

0,

where E denotes any measurable subset of Ω and µ the Lebesgue measure on R
d. Now, we just

pick a sequence of functions pθkqk P DpΩq bounded by 1, and equaling this value on a sequence
of compact sets Kk such that µpΩzKkq ď 1{k.

When k is fixed, the sequences pθkanqn and pθkbnqn (extended by 0 outside Ω) verify all the
assumptions of Proposition 1, whence (up to a subsequence) the expected weak convergence
for the product pθ2

kanbnqn in M pI ˆ Ωq ´ ‹. We eventually get (11) by writting, for any test
function ϕ P C 0pI ˆ Ωq

xanbn, ϕy “ xθ2
kanbn, ϕy ` xanbn, p1 ´ θ2

kqϕy,

since the second term of the r.h.s. is going to 0 with 1{k uniformly in n, and one can extract
diagonally allong the k’s to handle the first term of the r.h.s. ˝

3 Proof of Theorem 1

As explained in the introduction, it is not possible to reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to a direct
application of the Aubin-Lions Lemma : the following equality

∇xan “ 1

Φ1panq∇xΦpanq,

cannot be used to recover an estimate on p∇xanqn using p∇xΦpanqqn 9P L2pI ˆ Ωq, because such
estimate degenerates when an approaches a critical point of Φ. Trying to apply the Aubin-
Lions Lemma to a truncation βpanq where β is some smooth function erasing the critical
values, though a natural strategy, leads to another issue. Indeed, all the information on the
time variable is then lost : Btβpanq “ β1panqBtan does not - generally - give a good bound,
since we have only pBtanqn 9P M pI; H´mpΩqq and we cannot expect β1panq 9P C 0pI; HmpΩqq (m
is arbitrarly large). However, bearing in mind Proposition 3, we see that if we manage to
get compactness in the x variable (only) for βpanq, we can hope to pass weakly to the limit
in an βpanq, an expression which is not far from being quadratic in an (if β approaches the
identity map in a suitable way).

Let us now write this in detail.

Proof of Theorem 1. All the coming facts and their proofs are true up to some (countable
number of) extractions that we don’t mention in the sequel.

11



Let us first notice that, without loss of generality, we can assume that Φ is an increasing
function. Indeed, if one defines

rΦpzq :“
ż z

0

|Φ1prq|dr,

then rΦ is obviously increasing, satisfies rΦ1 “ |Φ1| whence |∇x
rΦpanq| “ |∇xΦpanq| pointwise. In

particular, the assumptions Φ P W1,1
locpR;Rq, p1|Φ1|ăδqδ Ñ 0 and p∇xΦpanqqn 9P L2pI ˆ Ωq are all

satisfied replacing Φ by rΦ.

Recalling the above discussion we would like to find a function βε which somehow approaches
the identity function Id : z ÞÑ z but also erases the critical points of Φ. The following function
βε does the job

βεpzq “
ż z

0

min

"
1,

Φ1prq
ε

*
dr.

Indeed, we first have

βεpzq ´ z ď
ż z

0

Φ1prq
ε

1Φ1prqăεdr,

whence, by assumption,

}βε ´ Id}8 ď }1Φ1ăε}1 ÝÑ
εÑ0

0. (12)

Secondly we notice that, if f : I ˆ Ω Ñ R is regular, the chain rules leads to

∇xβεpfq “ β1
εpfq∇xf “ β1

εpfq
Φ1pfq∇xΦpfq,

where the derivative of βε rectifies the possible degeneracies of Φ, so that we have pointwise

|∇xβεpfq| ď 1

ε
|∇xΦpfq|,

which implies

}∇xβεpfq}2 ď 1

ε
}∇xΦpfq}2.

We cannot apply directly the previous formula to an (we don’t have any regularity assumption
to justify the chain rule). However, the formula pg ˝ fq1 “ pg1 ˝ fqf 1 holds true when f

has a Sobolev regularity and g is Lipschitz continuous : we plan to use this fact to obtain
the previous estimate on an. Since Φ is increasing, one can introduce Φ´1 and consider the
function Ψε :“ βε ˝ Φ´1. Ψε is ε´1-Lipschitz continuous, since for z1 ą z2

|ΨεpΦpz1qq ´ ΨεpΦpz2qq| “ |βεpz1q ´ βpz2q| ď
ż z1

z2

1

ε
Φ1prqdt “ 1

ε
|Φpz1q ´ Φpz2q|.

Using the chain rule (for Sobolev regularity) we have eventually for all n P N

∇xβεpanq “ Ψ1
εpΦpanqq∇xΦpanq,

from which we infer p∇xβεpanqqn 9P L2pI ˆ Ωq. Using panqn 9P L2pI ˆ Ωq and (12) we obtain
pβεpanqqn 9P L2pI ˆ Ωq. Let us denote by a and aε the corresponding weak limits of panqn and
pβεpanqqn. Since pBtanqn 9P M pI; H´mpΩqq we can use Proposition 3 with 1 P C 0pI ˆ Ωq as a
test function and get

ż

IˆΩ

an βεpanq ÝÑ
nÑ`8

ż

IˆΩ

a aε.

12



But because of (12), we have

}an ´ βεpanq}L2pIˆΩq ď |I ˆ Ω|1{2}1Φ1ăε}1, (13)

whence by weak lower semicontinuity

}a ´ aε}L2pIˆΩq ď |I ˆ Ω|1{2}1Φ1ăε}1. (14)

Now we can eventually write
ż

IˆΩ

a2
n “

ż

IˆΩ

anβεpanq `
ż

IˆΩ

anpan ´ βεpanqq,

whence, using panqn 9P L2pI ˆ Ωq, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (13)

lim
nÑ8

ż

IˆΩ

a2
n ď

ż

IˆΩ

a aε ` C}1Φ1ăε}1,

where the constant C is independent of n and ε. Using (14) we have, changing C,

lim
nÑ8

ż

IˆΩ

a2
n ď

ż

IˆΩ

a2 ` C}1Φ1ăε}1,

which allows to get the strong convergence of panqn towards a, using that }1Φ1ăε}1 converges
to 0 with ε. ˝

4 Proof of Theorem 2

We recall (see subsection 1.3) the setting. We consider the open subset of R ˆ R
d

Ω̂ :“
ď

aătăb

ttu ˆ Ωt,

where the family of Lipschitz connected bounded open sets pΩtqt are given by the deformation
of a Lipschitz connected and bounded reference domain Ω Ă R

d: @t P pa, bq (closed bounded
interval), Ωt :“ AtpΩq, where for all t, At : R

d Ñ R
d is a C 1-diffeomorphism.Recall also

Assumption 1 which supposes that Θ : pt,xq ÞÑ Atpxq lies in C 0pra, bs; C 1pRdqq.
If Assumption 1 is satisfied, we have in particular, by compactness of ra, bsˆΩ, the existence

of two positive constants α, β ą 0 such that

@pt,yq P ra, bs ˆ Ω, α ď JpΘqpt,yq ď β, (15)

where JpΘq is the Jacobian JpΘq : pt,yq ÞÑ | det ∇yAt|pt,yq.
The previous estimate will allow us to use the change of variable x “ Atpyq to transport

estimates from Ω to Ωt. For instance, when p ă d, if SΩ is the Sobolev constant of the
embedding W1,ppΩq ãÑ Lp‹pΩq, we get the following uniform (in time) Sobolev estimate

@t P ra, bs, @v P W1,ppΩtq, }v}
Lp‹

pΩtq ď Kp }v}W1,ppΩtq, (16)

where Kp :“ SΩβ
1{p‹

α´1{p. We obviously have a similar estimate when p ě d, replacing the
exponent p‹ by any finite q (and changing the constant).
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4.1 Uniform properties for ε-interior sets

For A a connected open set of Rd and ε ě 0, recall the definition of the ε-interior of A (see
subsection 1.2), that we denote Aε. The lipschitz assumption on Ω has to be understood in the
strong sense: there exists a finite open cover by BΩ “ YN

i“1Γi such that each Γi is the graph
of some Lipschitz function ϕi (after appropriate rotation of the axis). The Lipschitz constant
of Ω is by definition the infimum of maxN

i“1 }∇ϕi}8 over all such coverings. Using technical
(though elementary) arguments, one gets the following result

Proposition 4 : There exists γ ą 0 and Cγ ą 0 such that, for any ε P r0, γs, the open set Ωε

is Lipschitz, with a constant not exceeding Cγ .

Using this Proposition, we can prove the following one

Proposition 5 : Consider γ the positive number defined in Proposition 4. Then, for ε P r0, γs,
the open sets Ωε share a common Poincaré-Wirtinger constant, that is : there exists a positive
constant CΩ,γ depending only on Ω and γ, such that for all v P H1pΩεq having a vanishing
mean-value, we have

}v}L2pΩεq ď CΩ,γ}∇v}L2pΩεq.

Remark 4.1 : The dependence of the Poincaré-Wirtinger constant with respect to the domain
of study Ω is a difficult subject which has led to numerous articles (see for instance the recent
paper [27] and the reference therein) ; the literature thus covers quite widely our case, but we
give in the appendix section 5 a rather short and elementary proof in this particular case.

For time-space domains we perform a slight abuse of notation (in contradiction with the
one used for ε-interior sets) :

Ω̂ε :“
ď

tPI

ttu ˆ AtpΩεq,

so that Ω̂ε is defined by the motion of the ε-interior set Ωε. We denote

BΩ̂ :“
ď

aătăb

ttu ˆ BΩt,

BΩ̂ε :“
ď

aătăb

ttu ˆ AtpBΩεq,

which is again an abuse of notation: BΩ̂ and BΩ̂ε are not the boundaries (in R ˆ R
d) of

respectively Ω̂ and Ω̂ε.

Although AtpΩεq is not the ε-interior of Ωt, one has the following elementary Proposition

Proposition 6 : [A1] We have

1. For all t P ra, bs and all ε ą 0, AtpBΩεq is the boundary in R
d of AtpΩεq.

2. There exists η P p0, 1s such that, for all t P ra, bs, and all ε ą 0, Ωt
ε{η Ă AtpΩεq Ă Ωt

ηε.

3. Uniformly in t P ra, bs, µdpΩtzAtpΩεqq ÝÑ
εÑ0

0, where µd denotes the d-dimensional Lebesgue
measure.

Proof. 1. This is true because At is a homeomorphism of Rd.

2. Thanks to Assumption 1, the family of diffeomorphisms pAtqtPra,bs is uniformly bilipschitz
on a bounded neighborhood of Ω. In particular, we have the existence of a positive
constant K ě 1 such that, for all t P ra, bs and all x,y P Ω

1

K
|x ´ y| ď |Atpxq ´ Atpyq| ď K|x ´ y|,

and one checks that η :“ 1{K does the job.
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3. By bijectivity, we have ΩtzAtpΩεq “ AtpΩzΩεq. Recall estimate (15).
We hence have µdpΩtzAtpΩεqq ď βµdpΩzΩεq which goes to 0 with ε, by inner regularity
of the Lebesgue measure. ˝

We end this subsection with the following time-dependent counterpart of Proposition 5

Proposition 7 : [A1] Consider γ the positive number defined in Proposition 4. Then, for
ε P r0, γs, and t P ra, bs, the open sets AtpΩεq share a common Poincaré-Wirtinger constant
CA

Ω,γ (in the sense of Proposition 5).

Proof. Fix t P ra, bs, ε P r0, γs and u P H1pAtpΩεqq. Since At is bilipschitz, v :“ u˝At P H1pΩεq.
Thanks to Proposition 5 we have

ż

Ωε

|vpyq|2 dy ď C2
Ω,γ

ż

Ωε

|∇vpyq|2 dy.

Considering the change of variable y “ A
´1
t pxq in the previous inequality, together with esti-

mate (15) we get

1

β

ż

AtpΩεq
|upxq|2 dx ď

C2
Ω,γ

α

ż

AtpΩεq
|p∇v ˝ A

´1
t qpxq|2 dx.

But from v “ u ˝ At we deduce for all y P Ωε, |∇vpyq| ď }∇At}L8pΩq|p∇u ˝ Atq|pyq. Because
of Assumption 1, we have }∇At}L8pΩq ď }∇xΘ}L8pra,bsˆΩq, so that eventually

}u}L2pAtpΩεqq ď
c
β

α
CΩ,γ}∇xΘ}L8pra,bsˆΩq}∇u}L2pAtpΩεq,

and the proof is over taking CA
Ω,γ :“ β1{2α´1{2CΩ,γ}∇xΘ}L8pra,bsˆΩq. ˝

4.2 The easy case

The assumptions of Theorem 3 below are the direct generalization of the usual framework in
which the Aubin-Lions Lemma is frequently invoked : strong estimate (positive Sobolev) for
the space variable, weak estimate (negative Sobolev) for the time variable. Since the domain is
non-cylindrical, we translate the weak assumption into its variational formulation (17). Though
this result can clearly be generalized, we intentionally state it in a rather particular case, to
show the simplicity of the argument used.

Theorem 3 : [A1] Let 1 ď p ă 8 and pfnqn a sequence of functions such that pfnqn 9P LppΩ̂q
and p∇xfnqn 9P LppΩ̂q. We assume the existence of a constant C ą 0 and an integer N P N such
that, for any test function ψ P DpΩ̂q,

|xBtfn, ψy| ď C
ÿ

|α|ďN

}Bα
xψ}

L2pΩ̂q. (17)

Then, for any ε ą 0, one has pfnqn :P LppΩ̂εq.

Remark 4.2 : The proof below applies both in the cylindrical and the non-cylindral case.
The statement would still be true replacing the assumption on the gradient by some uniform
equicontinuity in the x variable. In fact in this latter form, we recover Kruzhkov’s lemma (see
[22] and also [4] for a more recent presentation). The proof of Kruzhkov used also the uniform
approximation by convolution, but Kruzhkov used it to obtain then uniform equicontinuity in
the time variable, and the proof below is a bit different. However we will use Kruzhkov’s strategy
in the more intricate case of Navier-Stokes’ estimates (see subsection 4.4).
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Remark 4.3 : This proof does not use the full strength of Assumption 1, the only important
thing is that Ω̂ is connected and bounded. Reproducing the arguments below in a similar way,
we could replace Ω̂ by any open set O Ă R

m
y ˆ R

d
x, and assumption (17) by a similar one on

p∇yfnqn, and get pfnqn :P Lp
locpOq.

Proof. We only need to prove that for all integer m P N, pfnqn :P LppΩ̂1{mq : the conclusion will
follow by a standard diagonal extraction, since Ω̂ε Ă Ω̂1{m as soon as 1{m ă ε.

We recall the sequence pϕℓqℓ of nonnegative even mollifiers (in space only) : ϕℓpxq :“
ℓdϕpℓxq, where ϕ is some smooth even nonnegative function with support in the unit ball of
R

d. In the sequel the convolution ‹ has to be understood in the space variable x only.

For all t, AtpΩ1{mq Ă Ωt
η{m (see the definition of η in Proposition 6). Since fn is only

defined in Ω̂, fn ‹ ϕℓ is well-defined only in a subset of Ω̂. Typically, if ℓ ě 2m{η (and we will
assume this from now on), fn ‹ ϕℓ is well-defined in Ω̂1{m. In that case, for any ψ P DpΩ̂1{mq,
ψ ‹ ϕℓ P DpΩ̂q. Since p∇xfnqn 9P LppΩ̂q we have the standard estimate

lim
ℓÑ`8

sup
nPN

}fn ´ fn ‹ ϕℓ}
LppΩ̂1{mq “ 0. (18)

Now fix ℓ ě 2m{η.
Since pfnqn 9P LppΩ̂q, we have pfn ‹ ϕℓqn 9P LppΩ̂1{mq and p∇xfn ‹ ϕℓqn 9P LppΩ̂1{mq. For the

time derivative we just write for all ψ P DpΩ̂1{mq, using the fact that ϕℓ is even,

xBtpfn ‹ ϕℓq, ψy “ xBtfn, ψ ‹ ϕℓy.

Now (since ℓ is large enough), we have ϕℓ ‹ψ P DpΩ̂q and it is hence an admissible test-function
for the estimate (17). Eventually, for any ψ P DpΩ̂1{mq, we have

|xBtpfn ‹ ϕℓq, ψy| ď C
ÿ

|α|ďN

}Bα
xpϕℓ ‹ ψq}

L2pΩ̂q

ď Cϕℓ
}ψ}

L1pΩ̂q,

from which we deduce by duality that pBtpfn ‹ϕℓqqn 9P L8pΩ̂1{mq. We in particular obtain that,
for any fixed ℓ, pfn ‹ ϕℓqn 9P W1,ppΩ̂1{mq whence pfn ‹ ϕℓqn :P LppΩ̂1{mq by Rellich-Kondrachov’s
theorem We then extract diagonally (without reindexing) in order to have, for any ℓ, the
convergence of pfn ‹ ϕℓqn, in LppΩ̂1{mq. Now we can conclude by writting for any n, q P N

fn ´ fq “ pfn ´ fn ‹ ϕℓq ` pfn ‹ ϕℓ ´ fq ‹ ϕℓq ` pfq ‹ ϕℓ ´ fqq. (19)

When ℓ is fixed, since pfn ‹ ϕℓqn is converging in LppΩ̂1{mq, the second term of the r.h.s. goes
to 0 in LppΩ̂1{mq when minpn, qq Ñ `8. The two other ones go both to 0 in the same space
as ℓ Ñ `8, uniformly in n, q thanks to (18). The considered extraction is hence a Cauchy
sequence in LppΩ̂1{mq, and converges in this space. ˝

The missing convergence in LppΩ̂q, concentrated on the peel Ω̂zΩ̂ε, can be in fact recovered
: all we need is some Lp-equi-continuity of the sequence pfnqn on the sets Ω̂zΩ̂ε. In order to do
so, we use the regularity Assumption 1 through estimate (16) and Proposition 6 proven above.
We then have the following local to global Proposition

Proposition 8 : [A1] Fix p P r1,8r. Assume that pfnqn, p∇xfnqn are both bounded in
LppΩ̂q. If for all ε ą 0, one has pfnqn :P LppΩ̂εq (local compactness), then pfnqn :P LppΩ̂q (global
compactness).
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Proof. Assume p ă d.

Since pfnqn 9P LppΩ̂q and p∇xfnqn 9P LppΩ̂q, we hence deduce from estimate (16) the following
bound

sup
nPN

ż b

a

}fnptq}p

Lp‹
pΩtq

dt ă 8. (20)

Now for ε ą 0, by Hölder inequality

}fn}p

LppΩ̂zΩ̂εq
“
ż b

a

}fnptq}p
LppΩtzAtpΩεqqdt ď

ż b

a

}fnptq}p

Lp‹
pΩtq

µdpΩtzAtpΩεqq1´ p

p‹ dt,

where µd is the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure, so that thanks to (20) and point 3. of
Proposition 6, one eventually has

sup
nPN

}fn}
LppΩ̂zΩ̂εq ÝÑ

εÑ0
0. (21)

Since for each ε ą 0, we have pfnqn :P LppΩ̂εq, by diagonal extraction we have the existence a
subsequence of pfnqn converging in each LppΩ̂εq, and (21) allows to see that such a subsequence
is in fact converging in LppΩ̂q.

The case p ě d is completely similar, replacing p‹ by p` 1 in the proof above. ˝

Using the previous Proposition, one deduces the following Corollary for Theorem 3.

Corollary 1 : [A1] Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, we have in fact pfnqn :P LppΩ̂q.

4.3 Divergence-free vector fields

In L2pΩq, since DpΩq is a dense subset, one can recover the norm of an element u of L2pΩq by
the duality formula

}u}2 “ sup
ϕPDpΩq,}ϕ}2ď1

xu,ϕyL2pΩq . (22)

Now recall the notations DdivpΩq, L2
divpΩq, L2

div,0pΩq and γn given in subsection 1.2. DdivpΩq is
not dense L2

divpΩq, its closure is L2
div,0pΩq, which coincides with Ker γn. This has for consequence

that one cannot expect a duality formula as (22), when testing only against divergence-free
smooth functions. As a matter of fact, there is a dual estimate of the same flavor for L2

divpΩq,
but one has to take into account the normal trace. The following result is proven in the
appendix section 5.

Lemma 2 : Denote by CΩ the Poincaré-Wirtinger constant of Ω. For all u P L2
divpΩq one has

}u}2 ď sup
ϕPDdivpΩq,}ϕ}2ď1

xu,ϕyL2pΩq ` p1 ` CΩq}γnu}
H´1{2pBΩq. (23)

Remark 4.4 : Together with (1) (continuity of γn), Lemma 2 allows to see that the r.h.s.
of (23) defines a norm (the triangular inequality and the homogeneity are obvious) which is
equivalent to the } ¨ }2 norm on L2

divpΩq. Hence (23) is a generalization of (22).

The previous results can of course be adapted to the case of divergence-free (in x) vector
fields defined on Ω̂. Recall the notation given in subsection 1.2 for DdivpΩ̂q, L2

divpΩ̂q and
L2

div,0pΩ̂q. It is possible to define a normal trace on L2
divpΩq even though it is a bit tedious.

Indeed, thanks to (1), for all t P pa, bq the operator norm of γt
n : L2

divpΩtq Ñ H´1{2pBΩtq is not
greater than 1, so that one has, for all ϕ P DdivpR ˆ R

dq,
ż b

a

}γt
nϕptq}2

H´1{2pΩtq
dt ď

ż b

a

}ϕptq}2
L2pΩtqdt “ }ϕ}2

L2pΩ̂q
,
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which allows to define a “normal” trace operator on L2
divpΩ̂q, the quotes refering to the fact

that the normal vector is here orthogonal to BΩt in R
d and not to BΩ̂ in R

d`1. This normal
trace lies in the space denoted H´1{2

x pBΩ̂q, defined as the completion of C 8pBΩ̂q for the norm

}ψ}
H

´1{2

x
pBΩ̂q

:“
ˆż b

a

}ψptq}2

H´1{2pBΩtq
dt

˙1{2

.

This normal trace operator will be denoted by γpn : L2
divpΩ̂q Ñ H´1{2

x pBΩ̂q.
Since for δ ă γ, Ωδ is Lipschitz (see Proposition 4), so are the diffeomorphic domains

AtpΩδq. We can hence reproduce the previous analysis for Ω̂δ and define similarly a normal
trace on BΩ̂δ, that we denote γpn,δ : L2

divpΩ̂δq Ñ H´1{2
x pBΩ̂δq.

As in the stationary case, L2
divpΩ̂δq vector fields have a dual estimate for their norm. More

precisely, using Lemma 2 to get estimate (23) at each time t and Proposition 7 to handle the
dependency of the Poincaré-Wirtinger constant w.r.t. to t P ra, bs and δ P r0, γs, we get, after
integration in time

Lemma 3 : [A1] Recall the definition of γ in Proposition 4. For all δ P r0, γs and all
u P L2

divpΩ̂δq

}u}
L2pΩ̂δq ď sup

ψPDdivpΩ̂δq,}ψ}2ď1

xu,ψy
L2pΩ̂q ` pCA

Ω,γ ` 1q}γpn,δu}
H

´1{2

x
pBΩ̂δq

,

where CA
Ω,γ is the constant of Proposition 7.

4.4 Proof of Theorem 2

In comparison with Theorem 3, the restricted choice of test functions (only divergence-free)
in the statement of Theorem 2 has a substantial consequence in the proof of this result, both
in the cylindrical and the non-cylindrical case. Lemma 2 and Remark 4.4 show that the dual
estimate is not sufficient to recover the L2

divpΩq norm. Filling this gap is the main difficulty in
the proof below. This is done thanks to the extra condition (3) and Lemma 2 (more precisely
its non-cylindrical version Lemma 3).

Proof of Theorem 2. Instead of using Proposition 8 like we did for Corollary 1, we will prove a
bound for punqn in LrpΩ̂q with r ą 2, which will give us some L2-equi-continuity on all Ω̂ and
allow us to work with time-translation to get compactness.

Since punqn and p∇xunqn are both bounded in L2pΩ̂q, we have, using estimate (16)

sup
nPN

ż b

a

}unptq}2
LqpΩtqdt ă 8, (24)

for some q ą 2. Now pick r P p2, qq, so that 1{r “ θ{q ` p1 ´ θq{2 for some θ P p0, 1q. Taking
the latter small enough, we have rθ ď 2. Using the interpolation Lr “ rL2,Lqsθ, we get

}un}r
LrpΩ̂q

“
ż b

a

}unptq}r
LrpΩtqdt

ď
ż b

a

}unptq}rθ
LqpΩtq}unptq}rp1´θq

L2pΩtq
dt

ď }un1Ω̂
}rp1´θq

L8pR;L2pRdqq

ż b

a

}unptq}rθ
LqpΩtqdt.

Together with p1
Ω̂

unqn 9P L8pR; L2pRdqq and (24), the previous estimate lead to punqn 9P LrpΩ̂q.
The compactness punqn :P L2pΩ̂q can hence be deduced from the weaker one punqn :P L2

locpΩ̂q.
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Since p∇xunqn 9P L2pΩ̂q, thanks to Riesz-Fréchet-Kolmogorov’s Theorem we only need to
prove local uniform equi-continuity in time

pλsun ´ unqs
L2

loc
pΩ̂qÝÑ

sÑ0
0, uniformly in n,

where λs is the time-translation operator λsunpt,xq :“ unpt´ s,xq.
Point 2. of Proposition 4 expresses that, though AtpΩδq is not the δ-interior Ωt “ AtpΩq, it

can be framed between two such sets namely Ωt
ε{η and Ωt

ηε. To simplify the presentation of the
proof, we will assume from now on that η “ 1, so that AtpΩδq “ Ωt

δ. The general case follows
adapting line to line the proof below, the core of the argument remaining intact.

We have by assumption γpnun “ 0, for δ P p0, γq, this a priori not true for γpn,δun. This is
why we introduce the orthogonal projection

Pδ : L2
divpΩ̂δq Ñ L2

div,0pΩ̂δq.

As before, ϕδ is the mollifier (in space only) ϕδpxq :“ δ´dϕpδ´1xq, with ϕ P DpRdq a nonneg-
ative even function with a support in the unit ball (and integral 1).

Let us also notice that the condition γn̂un “ 0 implies easily that 1
Ω̂

un P L2pR; L2
divpRdqq.

From now on, we replace un by its extension by 0 outside Ω̂ (that is un “ 1
Ω̂

un). Since un

vanishes outside Ω̂, un ‹ ϕδ vanishes outside

Ω̂´δ :“
ď

aătăb

ttu ˆ Ωt
´δ,

where we recall the convention Ωt
δ “ Ωt ` Bp0, δq. Remark also (and that’s crucial) that

un ‹ ϕδ P L2pR; L2
divpRdqq.

Step 1. Since un ‹ ϕδ is divergence free, we can invoke Lemma 3 to infer, for δ ă γ{2,

}un ‹ ϕδ ´ P2δpun ‹ ϕδq}
L2pΩ̂2δq ď pCA

Ω ` 1q}γpn,2δpun ‹ ϕδq}
H

´1{2

x
pBΩ̂2δ q

.

If u P L2
divpRdq and O is some Lipschitz open set, the normal trace of u, seen as an element

of L2
divpOq is the opposite of its normal trace as when one considers u as an element of

L2
divpRdzOq (this is obviously the case for smooth vector fields, and extends to all L2

divpRdq
by continuity). Using this and the fact that γpn,2δ has a norm not greater than 1, one gets,
using Hölder inequality for the last line (recall that un ‹ ϕδ vanishes outside Ω̂´δ)

}un ‹ ϕδ ´ P2δpun ‹ ϕδq}
L2pΩ̂2δq ď pCA

Ω ` 1q}un ‹ ϕδ}
L2pΩ̂´δzΩ̂2δq

ď pCA
Ω ` 1q}un}

L2pΩ̂´2δzΩ̂3δq

ď pCA
Ω ` 1qµd`1pΩ̂´2δzΩ̂3δq 1

2
´ 1

r }un}
LrpΩ̂q,

where µd`1 denotes the pd ` 1q-dimensional Lebesgue measure and r ą 2 has been cho-
sen previously so that punqn 9P LrpΩ̂q. Since µd`1pΩ̂´2δzΩ̂3δq ÝÑ

δÑ0
0 (by dominated conver-

gence), we infer

sup
nPN

}un ‹ ϕδ ´ P2δpun ‹ ϕδq}
L2pΩ̂2δq ÝÑ

δÑ0
0. (25)

Step 2. Let’s prove that for all δ ą 0, there exists ξ ą 0 such that

@ψ P DpΩ̂2δq, 0 ă σ ď ξ ùñ λ´σψ P DpΩ̂δq.
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Fix δ ą 0. Because of Assumption 1 and some uniform continuity argument, we have the
existence of ξ ą 0 such that for all 0 ă σ ď ξ and all t P ra, bs, At`σpΩ2δq Ă AtpΩδq.
Now consider ψ P DpΩ̂2δq. If pt,xq R Ω̂δ, then x R AtpΩδq, whence x R At`σpΩ2δq because
of the previous inclusion. We eventually get pt ` σ,xq R Ω̂2δ, that is, by assumption,
ψpt` σ,xq “ 0 which means also λ´σψpt,xq “ 0 and we have proved Suppλ´σψ Ă Ω̂δ.

Step 3. Estimate (4) together with the standard properties of the convolution operator allows to
prove, for any fixed δ ą 0, the existence of some positive constant Cδ ą 0 such that

@ψ P DdivpΩ̂δq, xun ‹ ϕδ,ψy “ xun,ψ ‹ ϕδy ď Cδ}ψ}2. (26)

For any pair pv,Φq P DpR ˆ R
3q2, we have

xλsv ´ v,Φy “ s

ż 1

0

xv, λ´szBtΦy dz,

where the bracket is simply the inner product of L2pR ˆ R
dq. By density, we can use

this formula with v “ un ‹ ϕδ and Φ P DdivpΩ̂2δq. But because of Step 2. we know that
for s small enough and any z P r0, 1s, for any ψ P DdivpΩ̂2δq, one has λ´szψ P DdivpΩ̂δq.
Estimate (26) is hence usable with the test function ψ :“ λ´szBtΦ. Using the duality
formula of Lemma 3 we eventally infer, for any fixed δ,

sup
nPN

}pλs ´ IdqP2δpun ‹ ϕδq}
L2pΩ̂2δq ÝÑ

sÑ0
0. (27)

Step 4. Now we can conclude the proof. As mentioned, it suffices to prove that for all compact
subset K of Ω̂,

pλsun ´ unqs
L2pKqÝÑ
sÑ0

0, uniformly in n.

For this purpose, we write, for any δ P p0, γ{2q

λsun ´ un “ pλs ´ Idqpun ´ un ‹ ϕδq
` pλs ´ Idqpun ‹ ϕδ ´ P2δun ‹ ϕδq
` pλs ´ IdqP2δun ‹ ϕδ .

and we proceed line by line, in the L2pΩ̂εq norm. We take δ small enough so that K Ă Ω̂2δ

and in particular } ¨ }L2pKq ď } ¨ }L2pΩ2δq.

We can first pick δ small enough to treat the first line of the r.h.s. thanks to the bound
on the gradient in the space variable p∇xunqn 9P L2pΩ̂q and the usual estimate

}un ´ un ‹ ϕδ}L2pKq ď }un ´ un ‹ ϕδ}
L2pΩ̂2δq ď δ}∇xun}

L2pΩ̂q.

The first line of the r.h.s. can hence be made arbitrarily small with δ, independently of n
(and s). The uniform (in n) convergence (25) of Step 1. allows to treat the second line of
the r.h.s. in the same way. Once δ has been fixed to handle the previous lines, the third
one is lastly handled thanks to estimate (27) above in Step 3. ˝

Theorem 4 : [A1] The conclusion of Theorem 2 holds true if one replaces (3) by the weaker
assumption pγpnunqn :P H´1{2

x pBΩ̂q.

Remark 4.5 : This Theorem is designed for nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. It includes
the case of an approximation procedure in which the boundary condition is fixed independently
of n (in which case pγpnunqn is obviously compact) and the case of a penalization strategy in
which one forces the boundary condition to hold at the limit by imposing some behavior outside
Ω̂ (see [17] for instance).
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Proof. The beginning of the proof is the same as in Theorem 2, so that we only need to prove
for every compact subset K of Ω̂

pλsun ´ unqs
L2pKqÝÑ
sÑ0

0, uniformly in n.

We extract from pγ̂unqn a converging subsequence (that we don’t relabel) and consider pwnqn

a corresponding sequence of lifts such that pwnqn is convergent in L2
divpΩ̂q. As before, we write

pλs ´ Idqun “ pλs ´ Idqpun ´ un ‹ ϕδq
` pλs ´ Idqpun ‹ ϕδ ´ P2δun ‹ ϕδq
` pλs ´ IdqP2δun ‹ ϕδ .

In the r.h.s. of the previous equality the first and last lines are handled exactly as before. For
the second line, if we extend like before un by 0 outside Ω̂ we will lose the divergence-free
condition, which is mandatory to use Lemma 3. Instead we write

pλs ´ Idqpun ‹ ϕδ ´ P2δun ‹ ϕδq “ pλs ´ Idqpzn ‹ ϕδ ´ P2δzn ‹ ϕδq ` pλs ´ Idqpwn ´ P2δwnq,

where zn :“ un ´ wn. When δ is fixed such that K Ă Ω̂2δ, the second term of the r.h.s. is
going to 0 in L2pKq as s Ñ 0 (uniformly in n) simply because pwn ´ P2δwnqn is converging in
L2pΩ̂2δq (whence in particular relatively compact) : indeed, pwnqn is converging in L2pΩ̂q, and
Id ´P2δ is a continuous endomorphism of L2pΩ̂2δq. As for the first term in the r.h.s., it suffices
to prove

sup
nPN

}zn ‹ ϕδ ´ P2δzn ‹ ϕδ}
L2pΩ̂2δq ÝÑ

δÑ0
0,

which can be done reproducing exactly Step 1. of the proof of Theorem 2, because this time
γpnzn “ 0. ˝

5 Appendix

We give here the proof, Lemma 2 and Proposition 5.

Proof of Lemma 2. Consider the orthogonal projection P : L2
divpΩq Ñ L2

div,0pΩq and w P DdivpRdq.
Since L2

div,0pΩq “ DdivpΩq}¨}2 , we have

}Pw}2 “ sup
ϕPDdivpΩq,}ϕ}2ď1

ż

Ω

Pwpxq ¨ϕpxqdx

“ sup
ϕPDdivpΩq,}ϕ}2ď1

ż

Ω

wpxq ¨ ϕpxqdx.

It remains to estimate }w ´ Pw}2 for which one can solve the Neumann-Laplacian problem

∆v “ 0, on Ω,ż

Ω

v “ 0,

Bnv “ γnw on BΩ.

The previous boundary problem is well posed and the variational formulation gives directly,
}∇v}2

2 ď }γnw}
H´1{2pBΩq}γv}

H1{2pΩq, whence

}∇v}2
2 ď }γnw}

H´1{2pBΩq}v}H1pΩq ď
b

1 ` C2
Ω}γnw}

H´1{2pBΩq}∇v}2,
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so that eventually }∇v}2
2 ď p1 ` CΩq}γnw}

H´1{2pBΩq. We hence have w ´ ∇v P L2
div,0pΩq and

since the orthogonal projection minimizes the distance we get

}w ´ Pw}2 ď p1 ` CΩq}γnw}
H´1{2pΩq.

The desired estimate (23) follows then directly for w P DdivpRdq, and we can extend it by
density to u P L2

divpΩq. ˝

Proof of Proposition 5. We recall (see Theorem 5’ in Chap. 6 of [29] for instance) that, for
a Lipschitz domain Ω one has the existence of a continuous linear extension operator PΩ,
mapping W1,ppΩq to W1,ppRdq, whose norm depends solely on the Lipschitz constant of BΩ.

Thanks to Proposition 4, we hence have the existence of extension operators PΩε : H1pΩεq Ñ
H1pRdq, parametrized by ε P r0, γq, and such that the norms of all these operators are all
bounded by some constant depending only on γ, say Mγ .

Let’s proceed as in the usual proof for the Poincaré inequality and argue by contradiction.
The opposite statement would imply the existence of a sequence pεnqn P r0, γq, and a sequence
un P H1pΩεnq, such that

}un}L2pΩεn q “ 1, }∇un}L2pΩεnq ď 1{n,
ż

Ωεn

unpxq dx “ 0.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that pεnqn is monotonically convergent to some
ε P r0, γs.

Now, because of the previous bounds on punqn, and since the extension operators PΩεn

are all of norm less than Mγ , the corresponding sequence of extensions vn :“ PΩεn
un satisfies

pvnqn 9P H1pRdq. In particular, thanks to Rellich-Kondrachov’s Theorem, we have, pvnqn :P L2
locpRdq,

so that, up to an extraction (that we don’t write), we have pvnqn converging to some v in
L2

locpRdq.
Since vn equals un on Ωεn , we have that p}∇vn}L2pΩεn qqn converges to 0. But the sequence

pεnqn is monotone, so that either all Ωεn are included in Ωε either they all contain this open
set. In both cases, p∇vnqn hence converges to 0 in D 1pΩεq (at least) : ∇v “ 0 and v is constant
on Ωε. But on the other hand

v1Ωε ´ vn1Ωεn
“ pv ´ vnq1Ωεn

` vp1Ωε ´ 1Ωεn
q L2

loc
pRdqÝÑ

nÑ`8
0,

where we used the L2
locpRdq convergence of pvnqn to treat the first term in the r.h.s. and the

dominated convergence Theorem to treat the second one. In particular, if K is some bounded
set containing Ωε and all the open sets Ωεn, pvn1Ωεn

qn converges to v1Ωε in L2pKq, so that the
L2pΩεq norm of v equals 1 and the mean-value of v on Ωε vanishes, but this impossible if v is
contant on Ωε. ˝
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